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M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
M.3 Lubrication
Electric Centralized Lubrication System

[ 1 ] LUBE electric centralized lubrication system
(1) At intervals preset from the function panel, lubrication motor 1 rotates to suck grease from tank 2 and dis-

charge it to the distributing valves via pump 3.
(2) From the distributing valves provided in the rear side of the control box and in the LH cover, this lubrica-

tion system automatically supplies the specified amount of grease to each lubricating point at 10-hour
intervals (as standard).

Manual Lubrication
In addition to the automatic lubricating points covered by the electric centralized lubrication system, this
machine has manual lubricating points to be lubricated with grease guns or oilers.  The details are described
in Section M.3.3, [ 2 ] Lubrication Intervals and Lubricants.
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M.3  Lubrication
M.3.1 Types of Lubricants and their Properties
[ 1 ] Lubricant Types, Lubricating Points, and Quantity

*1: For details of the quantity of lubricants, refer to the “Installation Guide”, Lubricant Preparation.
*2: Oil B may be applied also to the right and left gearing boxes.

For the lubrication of the electronic dobby, positive shedding motion, and electronic jacquard machine,
observe the lubrication instructions in each manual issued by the manufacturer.

[ 2 ] Lubricant Symbols and the Corresponding Products Commercially Available

Types of lubricants Symbol Major lubricating points Quantity (per machine in a year)(*1)

Oil

A Right & left gearing boxes (*2), chains and cutters 13 liters

B

Tappet cam box (spun cam specification), 
tucker housings, electric leno elastic webbing 9 liters

Tappet cam box (filament cam specification), 
tucker housings, electric leno elastic webbing 12 liters

C
Let-off drive box 2.4 liters

3.9 liters
Simplified electrical take-up motion control box (option) 1.5 liters

Grease
D Bearings, gears, and springs 3kg
E Oil tank for centralized lubrication 1kg

Oil Grease

A B C D
E

(For centralized 
lubrication)

Mobil Vacuoline 528
• Mobil Gear Oil 

600 XP 150
• SHC 629
• Spartan EP 150

• Mobil 600W
Cylinder Oil

• SHC 634
Mobilux EP2 Mobilux EP0

Shell Tellus Oil C150 • Omara Oil 150
• Omara Oil HD 150

• Valvata Oil 460
• Tivela Oil S 460

Alvania Grease S2 
Sunlight Grease 2

Sunlight Grease 0
Alvania EP R0

Nippon Oil FBK Oil RO 150 Bonnock M 150 Diamond 
Worm Gear Lub 380(N) Multinoc Grease 2 Epinoc Grease 

AP(N)0

Japan Energy JOMO 
Retus 150

JOMO 
Reductus 150

JOMO 
Resonix Grease No. 2

JOMO 
Resonix Grease No. 0

Idemitsu Oil Daphne 
Mechanic Oil 150

• Daphne 
Supper Gear 150

• Daphne 
Alfa Gear 150

• Daphne 
Worm Gear 460

• Daphne 
Alfa Worm Gear 460

Daphne 
Eponex SR No. 2

Daphne 
Eponex SR No. 0

COSMO 
Lubricants

COSMO 
Olpus 150

COSMO 
Gear SE 150

COSMO 
Grease Dynamax 
No. 2

COSMO 
Centralized Grease 
No. 0

Kyodo Oil Unilube No. 2 Unilube DL No. 0

Yanase Oil YS Hilube 
MGN-6K

Multi EP Grease 
No. 2

Multi EP Grease 
No. 0

British Petroleum 
(BP)

BP 
Energol HLP 150

• BP 
Energol GR-XP 150

• Castrol 
Alpha SP 150

• Castrol 
Alphasyn EP 150

• Castrol 
Tribol 800/460

• BP 
Enersyn SG-XP 460

BP 
Energol MM-EP2

BP 
Energol MM-EP0

Be sure to use TOYOTA-recommended lubricants listed above.

Types of lubricants

Symbol

Manufacturer
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M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
[ 3 ] Properties of Lubricants

[ 4 ] Preparation and Lubricant Storage
(1) Prepare the following lubrication/drainage

tools and store them in a ready-to-use state.
a) Oil drainer 1 (Commercially available)
b) Oil drainer attachement 2 

(Tool No. 77140-00001)
• For draining the gear box, oil drainer 1 is

recommended so that you can draw out the
used oil.

• When draining oil from the coupler with a
pump, make sure to remove the oil cap.
If you pump out the oil without removing the
cap, the oil seals may be damaged.

• Using oil drainer attachment 2 designed for
spontaneous draining will take more time
than using oil drainer 1.  Never apply air
pressure to the inside of the gear box for
speedy draining.  Doing so will deform the
seals resulting in oil leakage.

Oil Grease

A B C D
E

(For centralized 
lubrication)

Kinematic vis-
cosity Cst

100°C 13-16 13-15 26-30 — —
40°C 135-153 135-155 370-393 — —

Viscosity index 95 or more 95 or more 97 or more — —

Flash point 216°C 225°C
or above

236°C
or above — —

Pour point –12.5°C –10.0°C 
or below

5°C
or below — —

Total acid value mgKOH/g 0.85 or less 1.8 or less — — —
Total base value mgKOH/g — 9.5 or less — — —
Sulfated ash % — 12 or less — — —
Soap base — — — Lithium Lithium
Consistency (miscibility) 25°C — — — 265-295 355-385
Dropping point — — — 175°C or above 170°C or above
Oil percentage % — — — — —
MOS2 particle size (average) µ — — — — —

Types of lubricants

Symbol
Physical & 
chemical properties
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M.3  Lubrication
c) Grease gun 3 (Tool No. 77140-00011)
d) Oiler 4 (Tool No. 77140-00005)

Oiler 5 (Commercially available)
Oiler 6 (Commercially available)

e) Brush 7 (Commercially available)
(2) Before lubrication, make sure that no air is

entrapped inside grease gun 3.

NOTE: Air entrapped inside the gun will pre-
vent the gun from feeding grease correctly.
Periodically check the feeding amount of
grease.

(3) Before lubrication, check that grease nipple A
of each lubrication point is not damaged or
broken.

(4) Lubricant storing notes
a) Seal up the lubricant containers and  place

them in a well-ventilated room separated from
the weaving rooms and machine rooms.

b) Avoid storing lubricants for more than 1 year,
since even high-quality lubricants may deterio-
rate as time passes.

c) Never mix different brands of grease or oil.

3

5 4 76

A
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M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
M.3.2 LUBE Electric Centralized Lubri-
cation System

[ 1 ] Outline
This system is composed of a motor-driven pump
(GMS-20-80-TS-4L), piston valves (MG) and pres-
sure switch.  The pump pressurizes grease to feed
it into the pipes.  As the in-pipe pressure increases,
the piston in each connected valve moves inwards
so as to supply the specified amount of grease to
the lubrication point.  The pressure switch detects
the in-pipe pressure change, signaling the CPU to
optimize the pump.

When the pump stops pressurizing grease, the in-
pipe pressure automatically decreases so that the
piston moves back to the retracted position.  This
retracting stroke of the piston will take in grease
(which will be supplied at the next discharge stroke
of the piston) into the valve.

The above operation could easily receive a serious
influence by dust, fly, and air bubbles if coming into
grease.  Those foreign materials will cause pump or
valve problems; in the worst case, they will result in
a damaged weaving machine.  Always observe the
precautions given in item [ 3 ].

[ 2 ] Specifications of Lubrication Pump 
and Distributing Valves

(1) Lubrication pump
This pump is driven by the motor to recipro-
cate the piston.

Air 
vent 
valve

Grease inlet

Discharge port

Pressure 
relief unit 
(solenoid)

Reservoir
Grease inlet

Follower plate

Cap

Air vent valve

Relief valve

Pressure relief valve

Pump Circuit Diagram

Model GMS-20-80-4L
Discharge rate 20 cc/min.

Discharge pressure 7.9 MPa (80 kgf/cm2) 
(Relief set pressure)

Pressure relief 
mechanism

Automatic relief selector valve 
(integrated)

Reservoir capacity 230 cc
Rated voltage of 
electric motor 24 VDC, 2.25A
M.3 - 6



M.3  Lubrication
(2) Distributing valves
This lubrication system uses constant-rate dis-
charge piston valves Model MG which are a
straight hydraulic type for parallel operation.
The Model MG is available in four displace-
ment specifications:  0.03 cc, 0.05 cc, 0.10 cc,
and 0.50 cc per valve operation.
Those valves are installed via the junctions, so
you can easily change the valve installation
positions when the change of the lubricating
points becomes necessary due to the engi-
neering change of the weaving machine.

Principle of valve operation
① The pump pressurizes grease to start moving up the V-packing hydraulically.
② The V-packing blocks up the center hole so that the piston moves inwards against the spring force.

Accordingly, grease stored in the upper section of the piston will discharge.
③ The piston has moved in completely.  It means the completion of discharging.
④ The depressurizing mechanism integrated in the pump body works to decrease the in-pipe pressure so

that the piston starts moving back by the spring force provided in the valve.  Accordingly, the inside
becomes pressurized so that the V-packing moves down to open the center hole.  Grease will be fed into
the upper section of the piston for the next discharge stroke.

Discharge port
(Ø4 pipe)

Compression bushing
(106253)

Compression sleeve
(106254)

Marking 50 on the nipple of 
the valve’s upper section 
denotes that the discharge 
rate is 0.50 cc.

Model Code Marking Discharge 
rate (cc)

Length 
L

MG-3 205501 3 0.03
53.5MG-5 205502 5 0.05

MG-10 205503 10 0.10
MG-50 205506 50 0.50 65

Principle of Valve Operation
① ② ③ ④

↑
Discharge

↑
Before the start of 
grease discharge 

(Start of pressurizing)

Discharging grease 
(Pressurizing)

Completion of 
grease discharge 

(End of pressurizing)

Taking in grease 
(Retracting stroke 

of piston)
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M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
[ 3 ] Precautions for Supplying and Stor-
ing Grease

(1) Supply grease to the reservoir through the
grease inlet nipple provided beneath the
pump.  Never remove the cap on the reservoir
top to supply grease.  This is to prevent foreign
materials, fly, or dusts coming into grease.
• At the time of supplying grease, wipe the

grease inlet nipple and the lubricating tools
(particularly, those nozzle ends) with a
clean cloth.

• If air bubbles get into the reservoir at the
time of grease refilling, the pump will no
longer work.  After refilling, be sure to vent
air bubbles from the reservoir according to
the instructions given in [ 4 ] Periodical
Inspection, (3), step 20).

(2) Use TOYOTA-recommended grease only.
Never mix different brands of grease.
CAUTION: Do not use calcium-based grease
which is easily separated into base oil and
soup base.  The separated soup base will turn
into sludge, accumulating inside the pump and
causing pump malfunction.
CAUTION: Do not use No. 2 grease which is
hard and has very low flowrate.  Using such
grease will prevent the lubrication system from
working normally.

(3) Before the grease level comes down to the low
level (marked with = L = on the side of the res-
ervoir), be sure to supply grease.
Operating the pump with grease less than the
low level will make air bubbles come into
grease, causing operation problems.  In such
a case, purge air bubbles, referring to item [ 4 ]
Troubleshooting.

(4) Carry out the periodical inspection of the pump
semiyearly.

(5) Check the piping for damage at every comple-
tion of weaving.

(6) Be sure to wash both filters every six months.
(To take out those filters, you need to remove
the grease inlet plug (HEX21).)

↑
Grease inlet nipple

IMPORTANT

Sufficient amount 
of grease

Insufficient amount 
of grease

Pump filter

Grease 
inlet plug
(HEX21)

IMPORTANT 　

If dust, fly, or air bubbles get into the central-
ized lubrication system, it could result in a
damaged pump or distributing valves.

Seal up the lubricant containers to prevent
dust or fly coming into grease, and store them
in an environment which is not subject to direct
sunlight or extremes of temperature.
M.3 - 8



M.3  Lubrication
[ 4 ] Troubleshooting
(1) If any error message appears on the function panel:

1) “OILING FAILED (PRESSURE IS LOW)”

2) “OILING FAILED (PRESSURE IS HIGH)”

Probable causes Remedies
Out of grease in the tank Fill the tank with grease.

(Refer to Subsection M.3.2 “[ 3 ] Precautions for Supplying and 
Storing Grease.”)

Air bubbles entrapped in the pump Loosen the air vent valve of the pump and operate the pump 
repeatedly with the manual lubrication button until the 
entrapped air bubbles come out completely.

Failure of check valve Disassemble the check valve and wash their components. After 
that, reassemble those components.
CAUTION: During disassembly, take care not to lose the steel 
ball and spring.

Probable causes Remedies
Insufficient pressure relief time After the pump operates once, leave it without operation for at 

least 30 minutes.
Failure of the pressure relief unit Remove the pressure relief unit, wash it, and reinstall it.

Grease 
inlet nipple

Air vent valve (screw)

Plug A
(HEX17)

Spring

Ball guide
Steel ball

O-ring

Pressure 
relief unit
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M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
(2) Other problems

Symptoms Probable causes Remedies
No grease comes out from the 
discharge port of the pump

Air bubbles are entrapped in 
the pump.

Loosen the air vent valve (screw) by turning it 
counterclockwise by one turn.  Operate the pump 
repeatedly with the manual lubrication button until 
the entrapped air bubbles come out completely.

Grease is too hard to be fed if 
pressurized.

Choose other type of grease.

The pump makes abnormal 
noise.

The pump is damaged due to 
improper use or misuse of the 
pump.

Investigate the proper usage in accordance with 
the specifications.

The pump underwent exces-
sive load or impact.

Repair or replace the pump.

The pump does not work at all. The pump controller cannot be 
turned on.

The fuse is burnt out.
Check the cause and replace the fuse.

No grease comes out from the 
distributing valves.

Air bubbles are entrapped in 
the piping.

Remove the plug from the end of main piping and 
operate the pump several times with the manual 
lubrication button until air bubbles come out com-
pletely.

The piping are broken, causing 
grease leak.

Replace the broken sections of the piping. Then, 
purge air bubbles.

Distributing valves (MG 
valves) are clogged.

Remove distributing valves and wash them.

Grease 
inlet nipple

Air vent valve (screw)
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M.3  Lubrication
M.3.3 Lubricating Method and Inter-
vals

[ 1 ] Lubricating Method
[ 1.1 ] Electric centralized grease lubrication
(1) For the LUBE centralized lubrication system

Electric centralized grease lubricator 1 con-
sists of a pump, motor, and tank.  Its lubrica-
tion intervals (cycle of hours) can be set from
the function panel.  (Refer to Chapter 0, Sub-
section 0.3.2, [ 4 ] (j) [ OIL ] switch.)
When setting the lubrication intervals, observe
the following:

1) For the test run of the new machine, set “Every
4 hours” and run the machine for 1 to 2 days.

2) After loading a warp beam, set “Every 10
hours.”

NOTE: Depending upon the machine speed (rpm)
and warp tension setting, the lubrication interval
should be shorter in some cases.

Once you set the lubrication interval to “Every 10
hours”, for example:

• Each of the distributing valves supplies the
specified amount of grease directly to the lubri-
cating point every 10 hours.

[ 1.2 ] Manual lubrication
The following tools are required for manual lubrica-
tion:

1) Grease gun 2 (provided with the machine)
2) Oiler 3 (provided with the machine)
3) Oiler 4 (commercially available)
4) Oiler 5 (Commercially available)
5) Brush 6 (commercially available)

NOTE: Use oiler 5 to lubricate the gearing box, let-
off drive box, shedding tappet box, and tucker
housing.

1

2

4 3 65
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M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
[ 1.3 ] Centralized manual lubrication
For certain crank shedding motions and locking
metal housing (without centralized lubrication),
lubrication ports are gathered at a place using
nylon tubes as shown by Photo at the left.  For such
type of a machine, lubricate using the following pro-
cedure:

• If you use an electric grease gun:
Use Grease E (that is exclusively prepared for
centralized lubrication) with viscosity 0.

• If you use a manual grease gun:
Use the same type of grease as above. Grease
E with viscosity 2 may also be used, provided
that you supply it slowly.

NOTE: If you quickly supply Grease E with vis-
cosity 2 under high pressure, nylon tubes may
be broken.
M.3 - 12



M.3  Lubrication
[ 2 ] Lubrication Intervals and Lubricants
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Tappet Cam Shedding Motion:  Jack lever shaft (RH, front)

Tappet Cam Shedding Motion:  Jack lever shaft (RH, rear)

Tappet Cam Shedding Motion:  Jack lever shaft (LH, front)

Tappet Cam Shedding Motion:  Jack lever shaft (LH, rear)

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

E *D

E
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

*D

E
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

*D

E
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

*D
M.3 - 13



M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Tappet Cam Shedding Motion: Contact between spring  
hanger and jack lever (RH)

Tappet Cam Shedding Motion: Contact between spring 
hanger and jack lever (LH)

Tappet Cam Shedding Motion: Upper and lower heald frame 
guides (RH)

Tappet Cam Shedding Motion: Upper and lower heald frame 
guides (LH)

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

D

D

D

D
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M.3  Lubrication
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Crank Shedding Motion:  Middle bearings (RH)

Crank Shedding Motion:  Treadle shaft bracket (RH)

Crank Shedding Motion:  Middle bearings (LH)

Crank Shedding Motion:  Treadle shaft bracket (LH)

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

E *D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

E *D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

E *D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

E *D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)
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M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Crank Shedding Motion:  Bottom end of connecting rod (RH)

Crank Shedding Motion:  Bottom end of connecting rod (LH)

Crank Shedding Motion:  Top end of connecting rod (RH)

Crank Shedding Motion:  Top end of connecting rod (LH)

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

E *D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

E *D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

E
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

*D

E
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

*D
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M.3  Lubrication
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Crank Shedding Motion:  Top of rod end for turnbuckle (RH)

Crank Shedding Motion:  Bottom of rod end for turnbuckle (RH)

Crank Shedding Motion:  Top of rod end for turnbuckle (LH)

Crank Shedding Motion:  Bottom of rod end for turnbuckle (LH)

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

D

D

D

D
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M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Crank Shedding Motion: Harness rod and groove in treadle 
lever (RH)

Crank Shedding Motion: Harness rod and groove in treadle 
lever (LH)

Crank Shedding Motion:  Element rollers (RH)

Crank Shedding Motion:  Element rollers (LH)

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

D

D

D

D
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M.3  Lubrication
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

2/2 Selvage Shedding Device (option): Drive cam surface 
and gear

Electric Selvage Device: Gear

Let-off Motion:  Easing bearing (RH)

Let-off Motion:  Easing bearing (LH)

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

E

D

*D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

D

E
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

*D

E
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

*D
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M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Let-off Motion:  Easing rod end (RH)

Let-off Motion:  Easing rod end (LH)

Let-off Motion:  Easing lever (RH)

Let-off Motion:  Easing lever (LH)

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

D

D

D

D
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M.3  Lubrication
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Let-off Motion:  Yarn beam holder and clamp (RH)

Let-off Motion:  Yarn beam holder and clamp (LH)

Let-off Motion (Twin-beam):  Yarn beam holder (RH)

Let-off Motion (Twin-beam):  Yarn beam holder (LH)

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

D

D

D
D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D
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M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Let-off Motion (Twin-beam):  Yarn beam holder (Center)

Let-off Motion:  Yarn beam gear (LH)

Let-off Motion:  Beam pinion (LH)

Let-off Motion:  Back rod metal (LH)

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

D

D

D

D

D

D

E *D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)
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M.3  Lubrication
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Let-off Motion:  Back rod metal (RH)

Take-up Motion:  Take-up gears

Take-up Motion:  Bevel wheels Nos. 1 and 2

Take-up Motion:  Surface roller bracket (RH)

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

E *D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

E *D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

E *D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

E *D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)
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M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Take-up Motion:  Surface roller bracket (LH)

Take-up Motion: Surface roller wheel and pinion
(during mechanical take-up only)

Take-up Motion:  Cloth roller shaft bracket

Take-up Motion:  Press roller lever for 1-press rollers (RH)

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

E *D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

E *D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

E *D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

D
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M.3  Lubrication
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Take-up Motion:  Press roller lever for 1-press rollers (LH)

Take-up Motion:  Press roller lever for 2-press rollers (RH)

Take-up Motion:  Press roller lever for 2-press rollers (LH)

Take-up Motion:  Worm wheel shaft and needle bearing

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

D

D

D

D
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M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
Piping may be omitted for (E) depending on the specification. Generally use a grease gun for lubrication. *Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Take-up Motion:  Cloth roller shaft (RH)

Take-up Motion:  Roller chain (RH)

Take-up Motion: Surface roller gear, and pinion 
(Mechanical take-up)

Take-up Motion: Surface roller gear 
(Electronically controlled take-up)

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

D

A

(E)

*D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

*D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

(E)
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M.3  Lubrication
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Electronic-control Take-up Motion (option):
 Take-up reduction gear

Electrical Constant-tension Take-up Motion (option):
Roller chain, long (RH)

Electrical Constant-tension Take-up Motion (option):
Roller chain, short (RH)

RH Cutter, mechanical (For temples with a lower cover)

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

D

D

D

D
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M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Center Cutter, electrical

Take-up Motion:  Temple bar bracket (RH)

LH Cutter:  Cutter blade

RH Cutter, mechanical (For temples with an upper cover)

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

D

E *D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

A
*Every day

A
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M.3  Lubrication
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

LH Cutter, electromagnetic:  Cutter bracket

LH Cutter, mechanical:  Cutter cam lever

RH Cutter, mechanical:  Cutter bracket (Center)

Beating device:  Mid of locking metal housing

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

D

D

D

(Without centralized 
lubrication)

E

*E
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)
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M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

NOTE 1 Grease force feeding should be done gradually. Rapid feeding may cause the bearing seal to
come off.

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Selvage forming device:  Leno-selvage case (RH)

Selvage forming device:  Leno-selvage case (LH)

Selvage Forming Device:
Leno selvage case (Electric leno elastic webbing only)

Selvage Forming Device:  Leno-selvage holder bracket (LH)

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

D

E

*D
(For those machines equipped 
with no electric centralized 
lubrication system)

NOTE 1

D

E

*D
(For those machines equipped 
with no electric centralized 
lubrication system)

NOTE 1

D

E *D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)
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M.3  Lubrication
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Selvage Forming Device:  Leno-selvage holder bracket (RH)

Selvage Forming Device: Bobbin holder bushing and tenser 
arm bushing (RH)

Selvage Forming Device: Bobbin holder bushing and tenser 
arm bushing (LH)

Selvage Forming Device: Leno-selvage wheel gear, 
stationary gear, and idle gear (RH)

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

E *D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

A

A

D
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M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Selvage Forming Device: Leno-selvage wheel gear, 
stationary gear, and idle gear (LH)

Selvage Forming Device: Leno-selvage drive gear and 
intermediate gear

Selvage Forming Device:  Leno drive shaft bracket (RH)

Selvage Forming Device:  Leno drive shaft bracket (LH)

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

D

E *D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

A

A
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M.3  Lubrication
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Selvage Forming Device:  Tucker shaft supporter (Center)

RH Gearing Box:  Rotary encoder

RH Gearing Box:  V-belt tensioner

Grease tank for electric centralized lubrication system

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

E
*Every month,

D
(For those machines 
equipped with no electric 
centralized lubrication 
system)

D

D

D

E
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M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Selvage Forming Device: RH cutter of tuck-in device
Scissors shaft

Rotary solenoid type LH cutter

Passive imaging device:  Back roller shaft plastic ring

Electronic Shedding Motion: 1st treadle lever shaft

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

A
*Every day

D

D

E

D
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M.3  Lubrication
*Every 10 hours: LUBE system

10 hours* Every 10 days Every 1.5 to 2.0 months 
at warp beam change

Electric centrallzed 
lubrication system

Grease 
gun Oiler Brush Grease 

gun Oiler Brush

Electronic Shedding Motion:Intermediate supporter shaft

　 　 　 　 　 　 　

Electronic Shedding Motion: 2nd treadle lever shaft

　 　 　 　 　 　 　

Electronic Shedding Motion: Upper and lower heald 
frame guide

　 　 　 　 　 　 　

Electronic Shedding Motion: Encoder gear

　 　 　 　 　 　 　

Lubricating intervals

Lubricating points

B

D

D

D
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M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
[ 3 ] Oil Change
[ 3.1 ] Gearing box (RH)

After 60 million picks (after approx. 2.5 to 3 months)
from the first operation, make the first oil change
according to the steps below:
(1) Insert oil drainer 1 into drain port 2 to drain the

gearing box.
(2) After draining, pull off magnet plug 3 to remove

iron powder.
(3) Wind oil-resistant sealing tape on the threaded

section 3a of magnet plug 3, then wipe off oil
from the screw hole in gearing plate 4.  Insert
magnet plug 3 into the screw hole.

CAUTION: When winding the sealing tape,
leave the two thread pieces on the plug side
unwound. If you wind tape on all the threaded
section, the sealing tape may enter the inside
of the gearing box.

(4) Apply lubricant into lubrication port 7 with oiler
5 until the top of the oil surface reaches about
the middle of level gauge 8 (when the machine
is on halt).
The standard oil supply amount is 2.2 liters.

(5) Carry out the above periodical change yearly.

NOTE: After changing, check the oil level monthly.
If it is low, add oil.

8 4
3

2
3a

1

7

5

Lubrication/drainage tools: Oil drainer and oiler

Lubricant: Lubricant A or B

Do not wind tape here 
(on two thread pieces).

Wind tape in 
this range.
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M.3  Lubrication
[ 3.2 ] Gearing box (LH)

Carry out the periodical oil change at the same
intervals and in the same manner as for the gearing
box (RH).

NOTE: The level gauge is located at the different
position from that on the gearing box (RH).

NOTE: The standard oil supply amount is 2.2 liters.

The left figure shows the location of components 1 to 3:
1: Drain port
2: Magnet plug
3: Level gauge

[ 3.3 ] Tappet box (RH)

After 60 million picks (after approx. 2.5 to 3 months)
from the first operation, make the first oil change
according to the steps below:

The oil change interval can be applied to both
pump-equipped type and non-pump type.
(1) Put an oil receiver under tappet box 1, then

remove plug 2 to drain the tappet box.
(2) Wind oil-resistant sealing tape on the the

threaded section of plug 2, then wipe off oil
from the screw hole in the tappet box.  Insert
plug 2 into the screw hole.

CAUTION: When winding the sealing tape,
leave the two thread pieces on the plug side
unwound. If you wind tape on all the threaded
section, the sealing tape may enter the inside
of the gearing box.

NOTE: For non-pump type
If fly or fleece accumulate in the tappet box, take
out the oil filter as shown at left and wash it in kero-
sene to remove them.

3 21

Lubrication /drainage tools: Oil drainer and oiler

Lubricant: Lubricant A or B

2 1 (Pump-equipped type)

(Non-pump type)

Cap

Oil filter

2 1

Lubrication/drainage tools: Oiler and oil 
receiver

Lubricant: Lubricant B

Do not wind tape here 
(on two thread pieces).

Wind tape in 
this range.
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M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
(3) ① X type (shown at left) for weaving with spun
yarn by cam shedding:
Stop the machine and supply lubricant B
until the oil surface reaches upper end 1 of
the level gauge.

② Y type (shown at left) for weaving with fila-
ment yarn by cam shedding:
Supply lubricant until the oil surface reaches
the level 2.

③ Y type (shown at left) for weaving with spun
yarn by cam shedding:
Supply lubricant until the oil surface reaches
the level 3 (upper surface of connector).

4 indicates cross-section surface of tappet box.

NOTE: Apply lubricant B, and at the same
time, pouring some onto the tappet cam and
shaft.  If the machine is equipped with a sel-
vage cam, pour enough lubricant onto the sel-
vage cam.

(4) Make the above periodical oil change yearly.

NOTE: After changing, check the oil level monthly.
If it is low, add oil.

[ 3.4 ] Let-off drive box

After 60 million picks (after approx. 2.5 to 3 months)
from the first operation, make the first oil change
according to the steps below:
(1) Insert oil drainer 1 into drain port 2 to drain the

let-off drive box.
(2) Remove white rubber plug 3 for air vent.
(3) Supply lubricant C from lubrication port 4 with

oiler 5 until the top of the oil surface reaches
about the middle of level gauge 7 (when the
machine is on halt).
The standard oil supply amount is 2.4 liters.

(4) Set white rubber plug 3 onto the air vent.
(5) Carry out the above periodical change yearly.

NOTE: After changing, check the oil level monthly.
If it is low, add oil.

1

2

3

4 4

X Y

7 2

4 3

1

Lubrication/drainage tools: Oil drainer and oiler

Lubricant: Lubricant C
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M.3  Lubrication
[ 3.5 ] Tucker housing (RH and LH)

After 60 million picks (after approx. 2.5 to 3 months)
from the first operation, make the first oil change
according to the steps below:
(1) Remove bolts 2 securing tucker cover 1, then

take off the tucker cover.
(2) Drain the tucker housing with the oil drainer

(pipe type).
(3) Reinstall cover 1 with bolts 2 removed in step

(1).
(4) Remove breather cap 3, and lubricate with a

lubricator unti l the top of the oil surface
reaches about the middle of level gauge 4
(when the machine is on halt).
The standard oil supply amount is 0.12 to 0.15
liter.

(5) Clean the mesh filter in breather cap 3 (by air
blowing and manual operation). When the
mesh filter in the breather cap is clogged, the
internal pressure rises to cause oil leakage.

(6) Carry out the above periodical change yearly.

NOTE: After changing, check the oil level monthly.
If it is low, add oil.

1 2 4 3

Lubrication/drainage tools: Oil drainer and oiler

Lubricant: Lubricant B
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M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
[ 3.6 ] Electronic control type winder reducer 
(optional)

Carry out the first oil change using the following
procedure after 60 million picks after start of opera-
tion (about 2.5 to 3 months):
(1) Place an oil reservoir under plug 1 and remove

the plug to drain waste oil.
(2) Apply oil-resistant seal tape (9082 supplied by

Nichias or equivalent) to the threaded part of
plug 1, wipe oil off from the mounting hole, and
then install plug 1.

CAUTION: When winding the sealing tape,
leave the two thread pieces on the plug side
unwound. If you wind tape on all the threaded
section, the sealing tape may enter the inside
of the gearing box.

(3) Supply lubricant C from lubrication port 2 with
oiler until the top of the oil surface reaches
about the middle of level gauge 3 (when the
machine is on halt).

(4) Carry out the above periodical change yearly.

NOTE: After changing, check the oil level monthly.
If it is low, add oil.

[ 3.7 ] Cutter for tuck-in devices

Before using spare cutters 1 (518 821000), be sure
to dip them in lubricant B for 24 hours or more and
within one week.

This treatment prevents wear and makes the cutter
operation smooth.

2

3

1

Lubrication and drainage tools: Oil drainer, oiler,
and oil reservoir

Lubricant type: Lubricant C

Do not wind tape here 
(on two thread pieces).

Wind tape in 
this range.

1

Lubrication tools: Oil bathtub

Lubricant: Lubricant B
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M.3  Lubrication
[ 3.8 ] Jacquard bevel gear box (Type L30)

After 15 million picks (after approx. one month)
from the first operation, make the first oil change
according to the steps below:
(1) Insert the oil drainer into the drain port to drain

the jacquard bevel gear box.
(2) Apply lubricant into the lubrication port with the

oiler until the oil level reaches above the mid-
dle of level gauge 1 (when the machine is in
operation).
The standard oil supply amount is 2 liters.

(3) Carry out the above periodical oil change
semiyearly.

NOTE: After changing, check the oil level monthly.
If it is low, add oil.

[ 3.9 ] Electric Leno Elastic Webbing
Tool : Oil reservoir and oiler

Oil type : Symbol B

As for the type and symbol of the lubricant to be
used, refer to M.3.1 [ 2 ] Lubricant Symbols and the
Corresponding Products Commercially Available.

Replace the oil after 60,000,000 picks (about 2.5 to
3 months) after start of initial operation using the
procedure instructed below.
(1) Put an oil reservoir under plug 2 of leno sel-

vage holder 1.  Remove plug 2 to drain the old
oil.

(2) Apply the oil-resistant seal tape (9082 of
NICHIAS or equivalent) to the inserted portion
of plug 2, wipe off oil from the mounting hole
for leno selvage holder 1, and reinstall plug 2.

(3) Add oil from oil inlet 3 using an oiler approxi-
mately to the center of oil gauge 4.
The standard oil supply amount is 70 cc.

(4) Thereafter, replace the oil every 12 months.

NOTE: Check the oil level monthly after start of
operation.  If the oil level is low, add the oil.

CAUTION: Do not wind the seal tape to the last
two threads of the plug.  Otherwise, the seal tape
may invade to inside the gearing box.

Lubrication/drainage tools: Oil drainer and oiler

Lubricant: Lubricant B

3

4 2

1

Do not wind tape here 
(on two thread pieces).

Wind tape in 
this range.
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M  MAINTENANCE, DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY/ADJUSTMENT, AND LUBRICATION
[ 3.10 ] Electronic Shedding

For the lubricant symbols, refer to Chapter M, Sec-
tion M.3.1, “[ 2 ] Lubricant Symbols and the Corre-
sponding Products Commercially Available.”

According to the following procedure, make an ini-
tial oil change after 60 million picks from the start of
the operation (about 2.5 to 3 months):
(1) Place the oil pan under shedding box 1 and

remove plug 2 to drain oil.
(2) Apply sealing agent to the threaded portion of

plug 2 (ThreeBond 1215), wipe off oil from the
installation hole of the shedding box, and set
plug 2 back into place.

(3) Use an oiler to supply oil from oil port 3 until
the oil level comes to the center of level gauge
4 when the machine is on halt.

(4) After the initial oil change, make oil change
every 12 month.

NOTE: Check the oil level every month after
the start of operation.

Oil filte

Oil port 3

Level gauge 4

Plug 2

Shedding box 1

Lubrication/drainage tools: Oil pan and oiler

Lubricant: Lubricant B
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